
Hearty Rise Dark Baitcasting Rod 70MH 
2,10m 8-38g

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-DSC-70MH

Your choice for baitcasting fishing for zander, perch, 
pike and more.

Weight: 0.129 kg
279,00 € * 279,00 €

Discover the versatility of the Hearty Rise Dark Soul baitcasting 
rod - your partner for baitcasting fishing

The Hearty Rise Dark Soul - In a class of its own

The Hearty Rise Dark Soul baitcasting rod is your new companion for versatile fishing for predatory fish 
such as zander, perch and pike. With this rod, which is based on selected components, you will experience 
the precision and strength of the NET-V III carbon blank and the Fuji Alconite guides.

High-performance components for optimum performance

Thanks to its advanced design, the Dark Soul baitcasting rod enables exceptionally long casting distances 
and precise targeting. The line glides almost smoothly through the high-quality Fuji Alconite guides, while 
the Fuji PTS reel seat ensures a secure and stable fit for your reel.

Perfectly tuned rod action for versatile use

The rod is characterised by a fast and reliable action that allows it to be used in a variety of fishing 
techniques. Available in different versions, the range includes models from the lightweight 66L (1.98m, 5-
21g) to the powerful 73XH (2.20m, 20-85g), so that the right tool is available for every situation.



Technical details of the Hearty Rise Dark Soul baitcasting rod

Rod length: Various models from 1.98m to 2.20m
Casting weight: From 5-21g to 20-85g
Material: NET-V III carbon blank, Fuji Alconite rod guides
Fast action: Ideal for a direct lure feel and fast hook-ups
Reel seat: Fuji PTS model
Ergonomic design: Comfortable handling even on long fishing days
Special features: Long casting distances, accuracy, fast action, versatile use, ergonomic design

Available in different models for specific types of fishing:

66L: Perfect for light angling and fishing with small artificial lures
69M: Excellent choice for targeting zander
70MH: Flexible use for medium-heavy lures
71H: Robust and strong for fishing for large pike
73HH: High resilience for casting heavy lures
73XH: Extremely powerful for fishing in deep waters and strong currents

Choose the Hearty Rise Dark Soul baitcasting rod for your next fishing adventure and experience quality 
and performance at its best.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

